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The Fourth Revolution

A Fourth Revolution?
• 1st cosmological (1543)
• 2nd biological (1859)
• 3rd cognitive (1899)

The Information or Digital Revolution
From human to digital computers

What about the Protestant Reformation?
“The Indulgences, or the
Ninety Five Propositions.
(Scene in Front of All Saint's
Church, Wittenberg) 31st
October, 1517.”

“The faith that made the modern world”
“profoundly changed how we think about
ourselves, our society, and our relationship
with God”
• Free inquiry à “Protestant universities and
scholars led the way in the emergence of
the new natural sciences in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries”
• Participatory politics and limited
government

What about the Print Revolution?
Question: How did
a professor at a
small German
university,
questioning an
archbishop’s fundraising practices,
disrupt the
Catholic Church
and change the
world?

Answer: Luther was a
master of print and
created “the mass
market pamphlet—short,
cheap, quickly produced
in large numbers …
During his thirty-year
public career, Luther
produced 544 separate
books, pamphlets, or
articles”

Digital Revolution à Reformation?
“In this age of Digital Reformation, the church once again has the
possibility to rethink its systems, structures, and modes of
communication. And because the church is an imperfect body always
in need of reform, it is possible to view the massive changes being
ushered in to our society via the digital revolution as opportunities
to reimagine how we can better be the church in this new age. …
Rather than persistent laments about the digital revolution, why not
ask how churches might better utilize virtual spaces to enhance our
ability to be the hands and feet of Christ in the world?”
—Deanna A. Thompson, The Virtual Body of Christ in a
Suffering World (Abingdon, 2016)

We need a Digital Reformation!
“The information society is like a tree that has been growing its farreaching branches much more widely, hastily, and chaotically than
its conceptual, ethical, and cultural roots. The lack of balance is
obvious and a matter of daily experience … while technology keeps
growing bottom-up, it is high time we start digging deeper, topdown, in order to expand and reinforce our conceptual
understanding of our information age, of its nature, of its less visible
implications, and of its impact on human and environmental welfare,
and thus give ourselves a chance to anticipate difficulties, identify
opportunities, and resolve problems.”
—Luciano Floridi, Information: A Very Short Introduction
(Oxford, 2010)

A Framework for Digital Wisdom
Thesis: The new digital dimension of our lives requires us to move
from reflexive digital naiveté toward reflective digital wisdom.
A theological framework for becoming digitally wise:
• Shared telos: What are our goals and ends?
• Cultural exegesis: What needs to be critiqued?
• Counter formation: What practices will form us?

Shared telos
“In my end is my beginning.” —T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets

Attention …
• Immediate awareness
• Self-observation
• Reflection on intentions
• Cultural values

The Biblical (Counter) Narrative:
The Garden, Babel, and the New Jerusalem

Cultivation, cities, instruments of bronze & iron, writing & books, carpentry, …

Cultural exegesis
“We may be the last generation that can remember life before.”
—Justin Rosenstein, Facebook & Google engineer who developed the
‘like’ button

We are enfleshed (bodily)
persons-in-relationship.

You are not an algorithm.
You are alive.

No soul, no ethics.
Morals live in souls.

Counter formation
“… we are ritual, liturgical creatures whose loves are shaped
and aimed by the fundamentally forming practices that we are
immersed in.” — James K. A. Smith

Anthropology
Who are we?
Identity
Worship

Eschatology
Where are we headed?
Kingdom of God
Sabbath

Ethics
Who is
responsible?
Agency
Silence and
Solitude

Semper reformanda secundum Verbum Dei
auxilio machinae divinae
http://spu.libguides.com/DCL2017/Technology
#digitalwisdom

